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CONNECT  

Stop It – It’s Bugging Us!   
 

 2365 GD 

 What’s behind the relentless push to persuade us all to eat insects? 

1 Are we racist if we don’t eat insects?  The World Economic Forum [WEF] 
didn’t ask this question on social media - but it’s easy to understand why 
people believed they HAD - it’s the sort of question they WOULD ask.   
 

 Accusing people of racism to coerce them to swap beef, lamb and chicken 
for yummy Roast Crickets, Cockroach Bakes and Spider Pie is just the sort of 
thing the WEF would do.  It would be in line with their usual ploy of trying to 
convince us that the threat to our planet is us – not them, flying in private jets 
to meetings, to discuss us eating bugs. 
 

  

 

 
  

2 A post shared on Facebook recently purports to show a question that was 
posted on social media by the World Economic Forum [WEF].  That question 
is – because many people in the world eat insects as part of their daily diet, is 
it racist to not want to transition to a bug-based diet? 
 
The verdict of a “fact-checker” Check Your Fact [yet another “fact-checker!”]’ 
was - FALSE – because the WEF post was not a real post by the WEF.   
Check Your Fact: Did the World Economic Forum publish this tweet about 
transitioning to a bug-based diet? said that the image was digitally fabricated 
and doesn’t appear on the WEF’s website or social media accounts. 
 
I found out that the digitally fabricated image on Facebook was created by 
Liberty Maniacs, who say they “make stuff for free thinkers” and “occasionally 
get into a little trouble.”   
Good for them – and don’t we all, these days? 
 

https://checkyourfact.com/2022/09/01/fact-check-world-economic-forum-diet-graph/
https://checkyourfact.com/2022/09/01/fact-check-world-economic-forum-diet-graph/
https://www.facebook.com/libertymaniacsstore
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The “fake” WEF post was less, perhaps, a case of fabrication and more a case 
of foresight – on the basis that, it’s only a matter of time before the WEF 
DOES ask that same question – are you racist if you don’t eat insects?  
Thinking about it, the “we” was a clue that the post wasn’t from the WEF – 
they would have said “you.” 
   

3 Check Your Fact reports that the WEF has suggested that insect farming 
could be a potential solution to the “impending food crisis” and that insects 
are a way to reduce the effects of climate change. 
 
The WEF most certainly has made these suggestions including in articles 
called Why we need to give insects the role they deserve in our food 
systems and 5 reasons why eating insects could reduce climate change. 
 
The first of these two articles Why we need to give insects the role they 
deserve in our food systems is by Antoine Hubert, who refers to the 
challenges of our time - to preserve our planet while feeding more people.  
He says: 

“Let’s not forget the power and role that these small critters can play in 
helping us achieve this big goal.” 

 
Not only does Hubert try to make it sound as if failing to eat insects is letting 
them down, but he is also biased.  He is the President and CEO of Ÿnsect, a 
French business that produces foods for pets, fish, plants and humans from 
insects.  Artificial intelligence and the Internet of Things are enabling the firm 
to industrialise the breeding of insects in a contained environment. 
 
The second article 5 reasons why eating insects could reduce climate 
change is part of the Davos Agenda.  The WEF’s words, not mine.    
 
While attempting to persuade us to eat insects, this article takes a softer 
approach, urging us to consider insects as livestock feed or buy meat 
produced from insect-fed animals.  That said, the authors still assume that 
we WILL eat insects – but they say we can start small and work our way up.   
Thanks – but no thanks. 
 

4 The WEF article 5 reasons why eating insects could reduce climate change 
says that most of us aren't accustomed to regarding insects as food.  That’s 
right – and there are good reasons for this, which Laura Dodsworth explains 
in her Substack post Bad Grub - The creepy [crawly] plans to make you eat 
insects.   
 
As Laura says, it seems that everyone from scientists to celebrities is pushing 
the new diet – bugs - why?  According to the UK government’s Food 
Strategy, we produce around 75% of the food that we consume in the UK. 
In short - in terms of food security, there isn’t a glaring need to develop an 
insect farming industry in the UK. 
 
The United Nations say that one benefit of eating insects is that they feed on 
human waste, compost and animal slurry.  And then we eat the insects.  That’s 
efficient.  There are other ways to describe it, too.   

https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2021/07/why-we-need-to-give-insects-the-role-they-deserve-in-our-food-systems/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2021/07/why-we-need-to-give-insects-the-role-they-deserve-in-our-food-systems/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2022/02/how-insects-positively-impact-climate-change/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2021/07/why-we-need-to-give-insects-the-role-they-deserve-in-our-food-systems/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2021/07/why-we-need-to-give-insects-the-role-they-deserve-in-our-food-systems/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2022/02/how-insects-positively-impact-climate-change/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2022/02/how-insects-positively-impact-climate-change/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2022/02/how-insects-positively-impact-climate-change/
https://lauradodsworth.substack.com/p/bad-grub?utm_source=%2Fprofile%2F47018220-laura-dodsworth&utm_medium=reader2
https://lauradodsworth.substack.com/p/bad-grub?utm_source=%2Fprofile%2F47018220-laura-dodsworth&utm_medium=reader2
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Laura Dodsworth sums up the idea of eating insects brilliantly: 

“Humans have a natural revulsion to insects.  This dictat has a biological 
basis: we’re supposed to be put off foods which can be harmful.  Insects 
can sting you.  They can be poisonous.  Some carry diseases. Some 
insects eat dung. [Although this is a benefit according to the United 
Nations.]  
 
“Some swarm around rubbish, rotting carcasses and food. Insects remind 
us of decay and filth. Insects can ruin crops, infest animals, and infest us. 
We normally think of them as uninvited guests on our bodies and in our 
homes. We have set up industries to control and exterminate them. They 
have lots of legs, a strange appearance and jerky, unpredictable 
movements.” 

 
Celebrities, of course, are playing their role, telling and showing us that they 
love eating insects.  Laura cites a 2018 Vanity Fair video Nicole Kidman Eats 
Bugs | Secret Talent Theatre | Vanity Fair in which Kidman dined on bugs, 
dressed in a designer gown.  Angelina Jolie was filmed eating tarantulas and 
scorpions with her children and Robert Downey Jr, Justin Timberlake, Zac 
Efron, Gordon Ramsey and Salma Hayek have all – apparently - munched on 
insects.   
 
A TV series called Candid Camera once showed someone eating a goldfish – 
except that they didn’t really - it was a trick.  Did these celebrities really eat 
creatures with lots of legs?  Who knows?  People think they did – that’s what 
matters!    
 
Is it even safe to eat insects?  Farmer’s Weekly in The possible dangers of 
eating insects explains that, according to the Food and Agriculture 
Organisation of the United Nations, there are risks to eating insects – risks of 
potential danger to human and animal health.  While the risks apply to many 
foods - not only insects - unlike other livestock, insects are consumed in their 
entirety, which poses hazards from contaminants.  Due to their small size, it 
can be difficult to decontaminate harvested insects. 
 

5 The Insect Eating ideology – which is what it is, in my opinion - is being 
embraced eagerly by mainstream media platforms and journalists.  If 
everyone decided to eat insects tomorrow, there’d soon be no insects left.  
The Ecologist in Insects are 'food of the future'  quotes an “expert”: 
 
“But if edible insects are to become a common food source, current farming 
techniques and technologies could struggle with the demand and need to be 
expanded." 
 
Insect farming seems to make sense as a source of livestock feed – but that 
won’t get people reading media articles.  So, journalists write about eating 
insects – to be edgy.  Their children and grandchildren may not thank them 
for their collusion in the normalisation of humans eating insects. 
 
The Guardian’s article If we want to save the planet, the future of food is 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e3UqLAtdZ04
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=e3UqLAtdZ04
https://www.farmersweekly.co.za/opinion/by-invitation/the-possible-dangers-of-eating-insects/
https://www.farmersweekly.co.za/opinion/by-invitation/the-possible-dangers-of-eating-insects/
https://theecologist.org/2019/jul/02/insects-are-food-future
https://www.theguardian.com/food/2021/may/08/if-we-want-to-save-the-planet-the-future-of-food-is-insects
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insects admits that “future food” is about buzz.  Food that promises to be 
good for humans, animals and the environment has a buzz - like the one that 
used to be associated with Silicon Valley start-ups.   The article admits that 
most of the current investment is in insect-based animal feed such as a 
British company, Entocycle, that has received a £10 million government grant 
to build a black soldier fly larvae farm.  The company’s mission is to produce 
animal feed from insects.   
 
So the article’s writer feeding snacks made of crickets to a vegetarian friend - 
and the “slightly testy discussion” on whether insects count as meat [well, 
they’re not plants] is just to hook readers who make it past the headline.  The 
article even regurgitates the trend of pretending to believe that future food 
has to be insects, saying gloomily: 

“…given the issues of food supply sustainability, it may not be a question 
of choice.” 

 
So - we can’t make farming sustainable?  We can’t feed livestock on farmed 
insects?  Of course not!  We have to eat insects ourselves - a type of living 
being that’s on the decline – even though eating insects would require 
massive investment in insect farming as well as massive changes in our 
revulsion to eating them. 
 

6 GB News reported earlier this year that Primary school children could be fed 
edible insects to help make UK greener.  The article said that four primary 
schools in Wales will soon be educating children on "alternative proteins" 
from insects.  The children will be offered insects as part of their school 
meals.  “Mummy it’s Yuk” - I can hear coming.     
 
Some people who were at school a long time ago, such as myself, might 
take the view that school meals can’t get much worse.  That aside, the 
programming that will be inflicted on the impressionable minds of these 
young children is the idea that they are eating insects to help the environment. 
Along with the idea of being racist if you don’t eat insects – oh, that’s right, 
that was fiction – this is further pressure to signal virtue.   
 
The GB News article says that insect farms are “believed to” emit 75% less 
carbon than traditional livestock.  Believed by whom?  They don’t say.  
Traditional livestock fed on what?  They don’t say.  Traditional livestock 
farmed where?  Again, they don’t say.  Some people might call such 
statements propaganda.      
 
Verity Jones, of the University of West of England in Bristol, is reported in the 
GB News article as using a fallacy to persuade us that feasting on bugs is 
perfectly OK.  She said:  
“Everyone eats insects every day – there’s over 30 parts of bugs in every 100g of 
chocolate… bread, fruit juices, hops… you name it, you’re eating insects.” 
 
Yes, but… insects end up in our food accidentally.  It’s impossible to avoid, as 
Reader’s Digest explain in Insects in my food? Say what?!  The article says 
that we [Americans, but it’ll be much the same everywhere else] eat an 
average of 1-2 pounds of flies, maggots, and other bugs every year in our 

https://www.theguardian.com/food/2021/may/08/if-we-want-to-save-the-planet-the-future-of-food-is-insects
https://www.gbnews.uk/news/primary-school-children-could-be-fed-edible-insects-to-help-make-uk-greener/306109
https://www.gbnews.uk/news/primary-school-children-could-be-fed-edible-insects-to-help-make-uk-greener/306109
https://www.rd.com/list/foods-secretly-contain-insects/
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food because it would be impossible to filter them all out.  To give an idea of 
the amount of insect bits that we eat in several different foods, the Reader’s 
Digest article gives a list.  It’s a list of the amount which the food [and 
medicines] regulator in the USA - the Food and Drugs Administration [FDA] - 
deems safe. 
  
This incidental inclusion of insects in food is a million miles from deliberately 
eating insects – so using this fallacious connection is deceptive.  It’s also 
dangerous.  If it were revealed that a toxin – arsenic, let’s say – had 
accidentally been put into flour for the last few years, does that mean we 
should all knowingly eat arsenic?    
 

7 The push by the mainstream media to normalise the abnormal – eating 
insects as meat – is seemingly relentless.   
 
A BBC article from over four years ago Why you may have been eating 
insects your whole life is interesting – but for an unexpected reason.   
To use a technical term, it shoots in the foot the “virtue signalling” and “faux 
green” argument for eating insects. 
 
The BBC tells us that we’ve no reason to be horrified about eating insects, 
because we’ve probably done so many times, in the form of a widely used 
red food colouring.  This is carmine, also known as cochineal.  It’s made by 
crushing tiny insects called cochineal.  These insects are native to Latin 
America and are now farmed mainly in Peru.   
 
The Wikipedia article on Cochineal explains that cochineal is put into meat, 
sausages, processed poultry products, marinades, alcoholic drinks, bakery 
products and toppings, cookies, desserts, icings, pie fillings, jams, preserves, 
gelatin desserts, juice beverages, varieties of cheddar cheese and other dairy 
products, sauces and sweets.  It also says that Big Pharma use cochineal to 
colour pills and ointments.   
 
Here is why – in my opinion – the BBC article shoots in the foot the “virtue 
signalling” and “faux green” argument for eating insects. 
 
Carmine is a natural product, the BBC says.  Like meat.  There’s a difference, 
however.  Meat is food.  Food colouring, on the other hand, has no purpose 
except to disconnect people even further from what they are eating, 
because they don’t know what the food really looks like.   
 
People often consume carmine without knowing it, because it’s in so many 
foods.  We shouldn’t have to check ingredient lists to find out if we’re eating 
insects.  Not that doing so would help, since carmine is not always listed by 
its name.   
But - cochineal is safe, right?  Not for everyone - some people experience 
allergies to it - and in rare cases, anaphylactic shock.   
 
Carmine is still used in food and drink, even though there’s a growing number 
of natural red colouring alternatives that don't come from insects.  Why are 
insects being killed to colour food?  What’s wrong with natural-coloured 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-43786055
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-43786055
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cochineal
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food?  After all, many insect-insistent commentators are pushing for us to eat 
insects WHOLE.  So we go from “we can’t sell food that’s its natural colour – 
nobody will buy it” – to “crunch on a whole insect.”  This is hilarious, in a weird 
way. 
 
The insect-insistent are always telling us to put the environment first.   
Are insects not part of the environment, then?   
The BBC article says that millions of these insects are harvested every year – 
killed, in other words - to enable all sorts of food and drinks to be coloured.  
Carmine is also used extensively in cosmetics – it’s put into many lipsticks.   
 
The BBC article included a quote from an animal rights group called Peta, 
which would like the use of carmine to be phased out altogether.  Peta say: 

"It reportedly takes up to 70,000 individual insects to produce just 500g 
of dye, so naturally, it's a product that compassionate consumers will 
want to avoid.” 
70,000 living beings.  That’s a heck of a lot of lives, just to colour food 
and drink.   
 

The BBC says that “it is important to remember” that carmine is a vital source 
of income, saying: 

“…people, mostly Peruvian, and mostly very poor, depend on carmine for 
their livelihood." 

 
A lot like traditional farming, then.  And no emotional blackmail there – none.   
At the same time, we’re supposed to swap meat for insects – but we can’t 
change carmine for an insect-free alternative. 
 

8 Children are a particular target – young children – the most easily influenced 
humans and the ones most likely to evangelise this wonderful new ideology.   
 
The BBC proved this with a story on Newsround, a form of children’s 
programming – sorry, I meant, a children’s programme.  In Eating insects: 
Should we be eating more? Why are they so good?  the BBC shows a video 
that includes young children saying that, in the future, they might have to eat 
bugs.   
 
The BBC said, predictably, that insects are “good for you” because they’re full 
of good nutrients, including amino acids and protein. 
 
Equally predictably, the BBC said that insects are good for the environment.  
Is that alive or dead? one might ask. 
The BBC meant, of course, that eating insects is good for the environment.  
So, dead, then. 
 
And of course, the BBC said that eating insects could help to fight world 
hunger and reduce pollution.  We need to produce more food – so it has to 
be insects?  Really? 
 
Oddly, the BBC said that there are lots of insects to go around.  Again – 
really?  The same can be said of humans – is cannibalism the next great 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/49127499
https://www.bbc.co.uk/newsround/49127499
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idea?  Once the abnormal – eating insects – becomes normalised, what’s to 
prevent the ideology that it’s selfish and wasteful to cremate Uncle George 
when people could eat his body?  We live in such an absurd world, nothing 
can be said to be off the table – the dinner table.  
 
Again, the BBC shoots their own idea in the foot.  Insect farming needs a lot 
less space than farming animals.  The world has a lot of space – it’s just that a 
lot of it is taken up by wealthy people who own large pieces of land, some of 
them being farmland.  So that doesn’t make sense. 
 
Insect farming produces fewer greenhouse gases, the BBC says.   
Why methane from cattle warms the climate differently than CO2 from fossil 
fuels, an article by the CLEAR Centre [Clarity and Leadership for 
Environmental Awareness and Research] at UC Davis in California, suggests 
however that methane, the gas blamed on cattle and for global warming, has 
a relatively short life of twelve years.  After that, 80-89 % of methane is 
removed by oxidation – as a result, methane only significantly warms the 
atmosphere for twelve years.  As methane is emitted, it is also destroyed in 
the atmosphere.  It’s also possible that the amount of methane emitted can 
be equal to the amount destroyed. Its global warming effect is therefore 
neutral.  That’s an interesting idea isn’t it! 
 
The BBC says that most insects are entirely edible but that we only consume 
around 40% of a beef cow.  Who’s “we?”  I ask, because Sophia Ashe’s travel 
novel about her real-life cattle ranching experience “Ride Like A Gaucho” 
makes clear that, on the ranch in Argentina, nothing from an animal is wasted.  
Every edible part of a beef cow is eaten– and the definition of “edible” is far 
broader there than in the UK and other western countries – while non-edible 
parts are used for other purposes – such as belts and handbags.   
 
The same will be true in many places around the world.   
To say that only 40% of an animal gets eaten is misleading.   
 
The BBC also says that insect farming can provide jobs and income for 
people, particularly those in developing countries.   
Just like traditional farming, then. 
 
By the way, the BBC reassures us that the cooking process destroys the 
venom in scorpions and other venomous insects.  Given the attention to 
detail and accuracy of the above BBC articles, that’s reassuring… NOT! 
 

9 The push to eat insects is an ideology, in my opinion.  That’s not to say that it 
isn’t a real plan – but the ideology goes in advance of the plan, every time, in 
our current world.   
 
We couldn’t swap meat for insects tomorrow if we wanted to – and most of 
us, I’m sure, don’t want to – there are nowhere near enough insects.   
 
Imagine if a lot of people began grabbing insects and eating them – with or 
without cooking them first.  On second thoughts, don’t imagine it. 
 

https://clear.ucdavis.edu/explainers/why-methane-cattle-warms-climate-differently-co2-fossil-fuels
https://clear.ucdavis.edu/explainers/why-methane-cattle-warms-climate-differently-co2-fossil-fuels
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Ride-Like-Gaucho-Sophia-Ashe/dp/173969791X
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There would soon be no insects - and so, no plants.  It could even be argued 
that encouraging people to eat insects could cause food shortages. 
 
We all need to be vigilant about what is being done to our children.  That is, 
all children, not just our own - not that they ARE ours.   
 
Ideologies are being programmed into their minds and we need to help 
children recognise when this is happening – and resist being dragged into an 
ideology.   
 
Our young people need to have the thinking skills and confidence to know 
when something they are told is inaccurate or doesn’t make sense.   
 
It’s essential, too, that they know when it’s right to draw attention to it and 
when it’s right to stay quiet.   
Meanwhile, the result of the vote on the BBC’s website on the question – 
“Would you eat an insect?” suggests that the BBC’s attempted programming 
of children was not successful.   
 
59% of the people who voted said - no way would they eat an insect.   
 
Our young people have spoken! 
     

 CONNECT’S Maxim and Oath 
Connect is only interested in finding and sharing the TRUTH. 

In search of that TRUTH, we only pose questions – we have no answers. 
 

 By: Helen King 

 Source: CONNECT: Magazine 
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https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2021/07/why-we-need-to-give-insects-the-role-they-deserve-in-our-food-systems/
https://www.weforum.org/agenda/2022/02/how-insects-positively-impact-climate-change/
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7 LINK BBC: Why you may have been eating insects your whole life 

7 LINK Wikipedia: Cochineal 

8 LINK BBC Newsround: Eating insects: Should we be eating more? Why are 
they so good?   

8 LINK Clarity and Leadership for Environmental Awareness and Research: 
Why methane from cattle warms the climate differently than CO2 
from fossil fuels  

8 LINK Sophia Ashe: Ride Like A Gaucho 

 FURTHER READING 

 LINK Treehugger: A Guide to Buying Edible Insects 

 LINK BBC: Should we eat bugs like Angelina Jolie? 

 LINK Natural News: What’s that smell? Big Food corporations are quietly 
adding crickets and other insects into meal bars, cookies and snacks 

 LINK EXO: Acheta [Cricket] Powder 

 LINK Smithsonian: Insects as Food for Humans 
 

 PLEASE DOWNLOAD AND SHARE THIS ARTICLE 

 

 
 Opportunity to join the CONNECT team and network 

 END 
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https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Cochineal
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https://clear.ucdavis.edu/explainers/why-methane-cattle-warms-climate-differently-co2-fossil-fuels
https://www.amazon.co.uk/Ride-Like-Gaucho-Sophia-Ashe/dp/173969791X
https://www.treehugger.com/guide-buying-edible-insects-4858404
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-39039395
https://www.naturalnews.com/2022-08-16-food-corporations-quietly-adding-crickets-insects-food.html
https://exoprotein.com/products/cricket-powder-1lb?_pos=1&_sid=2331024ec&_ss=r
https://www.si.edu/spotlight/buginfo/insects-food
https://www.tetburyconnect-m3.com/connect-m3

